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ABSTRACT
The expansion of the Internet has frequently increased the
availability of digital data such as audio, images and videos to
the public. Digital watermarking is a technology which is used
in the public. Digital watermarking is a technology to ensure
and facilitate data authentication, security and copyright
protection of digital media. This paper proposes
watermarking scheme for authentication and copyright
protection of images. The images that are used are in RGB
color space. The proposed scheme is dual watermarking
scheme which dynamically generates the watermarks and
embeds them inside the image instead of single watermarking
scheme process only. The dual watermarking scheme adds to
the effectiveness of system. In this approach with the help of
both watermarking schemes we try to ensure the copyright
protection of image from unauthorized use in a better way.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid advancement of network technology,
multimedia information is transmitted over the internet
conveniently. Whenever an image is shared or exchanged
within some network it may be possible that the image may
be used without the permission of the owner. To deal with
the security problems of copyrighted images, various image
data hiding schemes have been developed. Copyright
protection and authentication have been the most important
issues in the digital world.
Copyright tells us about the real owner of the image in
similar manner authentication tells that if the image has
been damaged or not. Recent research has pointed to
steganography and digital watermarking as two areas which
are generally referred to as information hiding.
Steganography is the hiding of a secret message within an
ordinary message and its extraction at a destination
[1].Digital Watermarking, as opposed to steganography, has
the additional requirement of robustness against possible
attacks [1].The purpose of digital watermarking is to provide
evidence that can be used within the legal system to prove
that some copyright protection violation has occurred
[2].The goal is to give the copyright owner of a digital of a
digital image (or other piece of information) the possibility
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to prove technically the origin of the image. Watermarking
does not address authentication explicitly. They are used for
authentication in special applications and are usually
designed to resist alterations and modifications [3].

2. RELATED WORK
Literature survey on past paper of watermarking is
discussed below:
Jun Tian, [4] partitioned image into pairs of pixel values,
select expandable difference numbers for difference
expansion and embed a payload which includes an
authentication hash. By exploring the reversibility is
achieved. In this it do not need to compress original
embedding area. The final restored image will be identical to
the original image pixel, bit by bit.
Adnan M. Alattar, [5] a very high capacity algorithm
based on the difference expansion of vectors of an arbitrary
size has been developed for embedding a reversible
watermark with low image distortion . Test results of the
spatial triplet-based and spatial quad-based algorithms
indicate that the amount of data one can embed into an
image depends highly on the nature of the image. To
maximize the amount of data that can be hidden into an
image, the embedding algorithm can be applied recursively
an across the color components. It does not support if the
image is highly distorted.
R. Schyndel, A. Tirkel, and C. Osborne, [6] generated a
watermark using a m-sequence generator. The watermark
was either embedded or added to the least significant bit of
the original image to produce the watermarked image. The
watermark was extracted from suspected bits at the proper
locations. Detection was performed by a cross-correlation of
the original and extracted watermark. Schyndel showed that
the resulting image contained an invisible watermark with
simple extraction produces. The watermark was not robust
to additive noise.
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system consists of dual watermarking scheme
for better security of the image. It is divided into four phases.

Fig 2: Generation of first watermark using green plane
as reference plane for image of Lena

Fig 3: Watermarked image of Lena

Fig 1: Basic flow of proposed system
Fig 1.shows idea about the flow of proposed system and also
shows the steps to achieve dual watermarking.

3.1 Generate the First Watermark
In this phase, we take the basic image as input to the system.
We split the given image into the bit planes (i.e. each pixel of
the image is of 24-bit) and we divide it in 3 different bytes of
RGB color. Then we take reference plane whose least
significant bit of every pixel in the image would be used to
produce the watermark that is needed for embedding [1] (i.e.
we store the least significant bit values for every pixel for a
reference plane and use it as watermark. As every image
might have different least significant bit values it would help
us producing the watermark in dynamic way. We will not be
considering the reference plane for pixel difference
expansion, the other two planes will be considered for pixel
difference expansion.

3.2 Encrypt and Embed the Produced
Watermark with the help of Pixel
Difference Expansion
The watermark generated in previous stage will be embedded in this stage by using pixel difference expansion as
shown in Fig 4. The watermark generated in last phase is
dynamic and is unique for image chosen for watermarking.
In this phase we encrypt the watermark with the help of
some external key. The key can also be used to extract the
watermark and is external. With the help of encryption
algorithm and external key, encrypted watermark is
produced. Now the encrypted watermark generated at this
stage is embedded within the image with help of pixel
difference expansion. The reference plane is kept constant
while the other two planes are expanded and the encrypted
watermark is embedded i.e. if green color plane will be used
as seed to generate the watermark the pixel pair is formed
from the red and blue color planes of the image [5]. By
checking if the pixel can be expanded or not condition for
every pixel pair, the encrypted watermark is embedded in
the difference as shown in the Fig 4.
m= [(x + y)/2]
(1)
D= x-y

(2)

Where m is integer average and D refers to difference. x and
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y are pixel values for unreferenced plane.
After hiding this encrypted watermark we are done with the
embedding of first watermark can be done in exact inverse
way.
The inverse can be done as follows:
X=m+ [(D+1)/2]

(3)

Y=m- [D/2]

(4)

(R+G+B)/3

(5)

It is calculated for all pixels in the image in order to produce
the α-channel.

3.4 Embedding of α-channel
In this phase the α-channel generated within the last phase
is embedded within the already watermarked image, along
with the undistributed red, green and blues values of the
every pixel of the image as shown in Fig 5. This watermark is
again unique and dynamic for the image. The values of the
pixel are kept undistributed in the image because the image
should not be affected because of the watermark produced in
the last phase i.e. if the image is damaged be-cause of the
watermark then it would not be of any use in this case. This
phase produces the image with dual watermarking. Now the
dual watermarked image consists of both watermarks i.e.
first watermark produced with help of reference plane’s
least significant bit values and the second watermark
generated within the last phase.

Fig 4: Generation of α-channel and embedding it in
image

3.3 Generation of Second Watermark (αchannel)
After embedding the first dynamically generated water-mark
with the help of pixel difference expansion in the image, the
resultant image in this phase is again split the given image
into red, green and blue planes. We here use the concept of
the α-channel. This watermark is again dynamic and is
unique, as it is generated from the pixels of the image again.
Here, what we do is, we generate α-channel with the help of
the red, green and blue values of all pixels. The aver-age of
the RGB values for every pixel in the image is found out for
the generation of the α-channel. The α-channel consists of
average of red, green and blue values for all pixels in the
provided image. This α-channel acts as verification information to find out if the image has been or has not been
damaged in unauthorized use.
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Fig 5: Generation of α-channel and embedding it in
image

3.5 Watermark Extraction and
Authentication of the Image
In the extraction process, the watermarked image is
processed in the same way as original image processed for
embedding. The extraction process is completely
independent of the watermark [5, 6, and 7]. Both original
image and original watermarks that have been embedded
are not used in the extraction process. This process is used to
detect if the image has been damaged or not in case of
unauthorized use. In this phase we check if the image has
been damaged or not with the help of the two watermarks
that we have embedded as proposed in this paper. As the αchannel is embedded in second phase. In the first phase of
extraction we check the image has been damaged or not with
help of the α-channel embedded. The average of the pixel
values of the given image will be compared to α-channel. If
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the average for pixel values has been damaged it would
simply detect that the image has been damaged. We will be
extracting the α-channel and comparing it with the current
α-channel average pixel values so as to find out the damaged
pixels of the image. If we cannot detect any changes with the
help of α-channel then we try to detect the changes with help
of extracting the first watermark using pixel difference
reduction. In the second phase of watermark extraction and
authentication i.e. if we cannot detect any changes with the
help of α-channel then we will extract the first watermark
embedded with the help of pixel difference reduction and
also generate the watermark with help of reference plane of
the image that is provided to system. We will compare both
the watermarks and if they both match the conclusion would
be image has not been damaged otherwise it would detect
that the mage has been damaged.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In first phase of watermarking, watermark is stored only in
some pixels and in second phase of watermarking, metadata
of all pixels are stored. Depending on number of expandable
pixels, tampering can be detected in verification process of
first phase of watermarking.

The proposed method uses dual watermarking scheme for
copyright protection of image and image authentication. It
generates both the watermarks dynamically. The
watermarks generated are unique to image. We are embedding the first watermark with help of pixel difference
expansion of other planes than the reference plane and the
second watermark would be containing the average of the
pixel values of image. The system would be able to produce
better results than the systems proposed earlier as it uses
dual watermarking and thus, help us to protect the image
from its unauthorized use.
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